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CHAPTER I.
ESTABLISHMENT OP JLHE CHURCH Ig VIRGINIA
AMD
ITS ACTUAL CONDITION IN THE COLONIAL PERIOD
.
The history of the Church of England in Virginia is so
closely allied with the political history of that colony that it is
almost impossible to discuss the ecclesiastical phase without con-
sidering the political development. The church was by royal ordin-
ance established in 1606, when the king in virtue of the right
reserved to himself issued the following mandate: "That the Presi-
dent Council and Ministers should provide that the true word and
service of God should be preached, planted and used, according to
1
the Rites and Doctrine of the Church of England". The establish-
ment was confirmed by legislative action of the Virginia Assembly ir
1624 when it was enacted "that there be an uniformity in our church,
as near as may be to the Canons in England both in substance and
circumstance; and that all persons yield obedience to them under
2
pain of censure".
The instructions given to the successive governors of
Virginia likewise encouraged them to support and foster the church
establishment. Sir Prancis Wyatt in 1638 was specifically enjoined
"to be carefull that Almighty God be duly and daily served accord-
ing to the form of religion established in the Church of England
1. New York Colonial Documents VII., 360.
2. Hening, Statutes at Large, I., 123.

2
which may draw down a blessing upon all your endeavors, suffer no
invasion in matters of religion and be carefull to app ' t sufficient
1
and conformable ministers to each congregation'.' . Governor Berke-
ley who in 1642 and 1650 had received similar instructions was in
1662 commanded to "see that the Book of Common Prayer be read each
Sunday and Holy day and the Blessed Sacrament administered according
2
to the Church of England."
The royal orders were executed so far as possible, but
few ministers cared to brave the hardships of frontier life in col-
onial Virginia during the first few years. In 1610, the Governor
and Council in an account of existing affairs and needs, stated
among the foremost entries, the urgent need of "four honest and
learned ministers" and as late as 1620, there were only five resi-
3
dent clergymen. As the population increased and the need of minis-
ters became more pressing, the Virginia Council applied to John King
Bishop of London to provide them with "pious, learned and painful
ministers". The request was readily granted by the Bishop who had
previously shown his zeal for colonial welfare in his furtherance of
projects for Indian education. Bishop King's connection with colon*
ial Virginia was not permanent, though some historians find in his
relations with Virginia, the germ of the precedent which later devel
oped that the Bishop of London exercised ecclesiastical jurisdiction
in the colonies. The more probable basis of the precedent is found
in the Stuart policy to establish the Church of England in all of
the English possessions. It was William Land who instigated the
1. Virginia Magazine, Instructions to Sir Francis Wyatt, II., 54
2. Ibid, III., 15. II., 28
3. Perry, History of American Episcopal Church, I., 57

policy and helped to carry it out. In 1628, he was translated to
the see of London and in that capacity suggested to the Privy Council
that the "national church conformity" be extended to colonial England
The substance of his suggestion was embodied in the order of council
of October 1, 1633 which provided that the Company of Merchant Adven-
turers should receive no minister into their churches who had not
been approved by his Majesty, that the Liturgy and Discipline of the
Church of England should be established and in matters of church
government they should be under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of
London. The order did not originally apply to America but strength-
ened the precedent which connected the name of Bishop of London with
the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the colonies. Laud's next step
was to secure the issue of a commission erecting and establishing
"a board for governing the colonies}1 of which he became a member,
and which practically xercised supreme control over both ecclesias-
tical and civil affairs in the colonies. In 1637, he secured the
issue of a proclamation by the king which vested in the Archbishop oi
Canterbury and the Bishop of London, the right to grant testimonials
to clergymen who desired to emigrate and forbad the transportation
of any ministers without such testimonials. Colonial legislation
strengthened the proclamation for in 1642, the General assembly
enacted that "for the preservation of the purity and unity of doctrii©
and discipline in the church and the right administration of the
sacraments noe minister be admitted to officiate in this country but
such as shall produce to the governour a testimoniall that he hath
received his ordination from some Bishopp in England and shall then
1. Cross, Anglican Episcopate, 10.
t f
4
subscribe to be conformable to the orders and constitution of the
Church of England and the laws there established upon which the gov-
ernor is hereby requested to induct the said minister into any parish
that shall make presentation of him and if any other person pretend-
ing himself a minister shall contrary to this act, presume to teach
or preach publiquely or privately, the governor and councill are
hereby desired and impowered to suspend and silence the person soe
offending and upon his obstinate persistance to compell him to depar
the country with the first conveniency as it hath been formally
provided by the 77th act made at James Citty the 2nd of March 1642'
Thus Lattd sought to extend the power of the church in the
colonies but the downfall of the Stuarts checked his efforts and
during the Commonwealth and Protectorate, episcopal extension was
not favored. At the Restoration, the church again plays a part in
colonial life and the connection of the Bishop of London with the
colonies became the accepted idea though his authority rested upon
no legal basis. This was the existing condition when the energetic
Henry Compton was translated to the see of London. He secured the
insertion of a clause in the instructions to colonial governors
which granted to the Bishop of London episcopal supervision over
ministers and churches in America. These regulations appear for
the first time in the instructions to Thomas Lord Culpepper of
Virginia in 1679, which provide "that no minister be preferred by
you, to any ecclesiastical Benefice in that our colony without a
certificate from the Lord Bishop of London of his being conformable
2
to the Doctrine of the Church of England". Compton also secured a
1
. Hening II
.
, 46
2. Perry, Historical Collections I
.
, (Virginia) 2.
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bounty of 20 £ for each minister and schoolmaster who emigrated to
the West Indies and later secured the extension of the privilege to
include America. He made another innovation in episcopal jurisdicticn
of the colonies by establishing the custom of appointing commissaries
who exercised delegated powers Commissaries continued in some of
the colonies down to the Revolution. Blair was the first one sent
to Virginia where found great difficulty in exercising the vaguely
defined authority of the Bishop of London and came in constant
opposition with the civil authorities.
The Bishop also succeeded in arousing many individuals
within the church to contribute towards the strengthening of the
church within the colonies but realizing that concerted action would
be much more effective, he and Archbishop Tennison applied to the
king to charter a missionary society. The favor was granted and
June 16, 1701, "The Society for Propagating the Gospel in Foreign
Parts" was incorporated by royal charter. One of the avowed aims
of the institution of the society was to procure and send forth
clergymen who were willing to become missionaries. The names of
those who signified their willingness to go were reported to the sec-
retary and he, with the Bishop of London decided upon their field foil
work. They were furthermore required to obtain "the paternal Bene-
diction and instructions from the Archbishop of Canterbury and the
Bishop of London". The missionaries thus sent out reported regularly
to the secretary, the condition of their respective parishes and all
things connected with the church. The work of the Society both in
furnishing ministers and schoolmasters for the colonies and in the
.
distribution of books, contributed a great deal to both church
1
extension and education.
1. Cross, American Episcopate, 33-37.
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It was not until 1723 when Edmund Gibson was translated
to the see of London that a legal basis for the authority of the
Bishop of London over the colonies was secured by obtaining the
grant cf a royal commission "for exercising spiritual and ecclesias-
tical jurisdiction in the American Plantations." The Bishop of Lon-
don or his com lissary had the right of visitation in all churches in
which the rites of the Church of England were used, the appointment
of commissaries, the citation of all rectors, curates amd incumbents
1
and the supervision of their conduct.
The conditions in Virginia, however, obstructed the exer-
cise of the authority which the Bishop now possessed by legal right.
In t?ae first place, ecclesiastical and secular functions were con-
fused and lack of a bishopric in America checked ir a measure the
activity and extension of the church. Every minister was neverthe-
less required to show that he had been episcopally ordained and had
a license from the Lord Bishop of London. In the Journal of the
Convention of Clergy held at Williamsburg April 6, 1719, it was
recorded that "we find upon examination no minister among us who
has not a license from your Lordship or predecessor", and "all are
episcopally ordained unless it be Mir .Blair which he says he will
2
give your Lordship a true account of". The prevalent custom in
Virginia was that the applicants for clerical positions were presents
by the vestries and inducted into their cures by the governors.
When a vacancy lo lapse occurred, the governor or officiating
commissary recommended a successor who then officiated as rector if
the vestry sanctioned the appointment. If the ministers were formal-
ly inducted by the governor, they enjoyed full legal possession and
1. New York Colonial Documents V., 849-854.
2. Perry, Historical Collections I., 212.

7held their position in the parish for life. It was the misfortune
of Virginian ministers that so frequently the vestries neglected to
present their ministers for induction and thereby ruled them, in a
measure, by threatening them with removal. The minister possessed no
safeguard against this arbitrary practice except the appeal to the
Bishop of London, who, because of his inadequate and vaguely defined
authority was of small service. In 1697, in a memorial concerning
Sir Edmund Andros, Governor of Virginia, Dr .Blair says that the great
discouragement for Virginia ministers is the "lack of legal title
to living by presentation and induction," which makes them cater to
1
the will of the vestry in order that they may be retained. Mr.
Wallace states the same view of the situation in a letter, dated
April 3, 1707 when he writes "the clergymen here have twelve laypat-
rons (vestrymen) whom we must honor or run the risk of deprivation
upon this only pretence, sic volo sic jubes etc. There are almost
forty ministers in Virginia and not above four or five inducted, the
rest holding their livings during the pleasure of the vestry which
can, when they please, turn us out without assigning reasons for so
2
doing". In 1759-50, when Reverend Andrew Burnaby travelled through
Virginia, he recorded the following in relation to the condition of
the church. "The established religion is that of the Church of Eng-
land, there ere very few dissenters in the province- between sixty
and seventy clergymen: men in general of sober and exemplary lives -
each has glebe of two or three hundred acres of land, a house and a
salary established Toy law of 16,000 weight of tobacco with an allow
1. Perry, Historical Collections, I., 10 - 15.
2. Perry, Historical Collections, I., 135.
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ance of 1,700 more for shrinkage. Presentation of livings is in the
hand of the vestry which is a standing body of twelve members,
originally elected by people of the parishes but now fill up vacancies
themselves. If vestry does not present to a living in lass than
twelve months, it lapses to the governor. The diocesan is the bishop
of London
i
who has a power of appointing a commissary to preside over
and convene the clergy on particular occasions, and to censure or
1
even suspend them, in cases of neglect or immorality".
The successive commissaries in the colony were almost
constantly at variance with the political power, due in part to the
fact that the governor exercised various ecclesiastical functions.
By His Majesty 1 s instructions, the governor was intrusted with the
power of giving "licenses of Marriages, Probates of Wills and
2
Inductions of Ministers." Commissaries continued to be appointed
in Virginia, however, until the Revolution but after the time of
Bishop Gibson, they received no commission to exercise their duties.
Until 1761, though, a royal warrant and salary was granted to them,
but, as time went on they declined in power and the need of a bishop-
ric became more apparent. The Virginians, on the other hand, seem to
i
have been much averse to the idea of an American bishop and preferred;
the old order of things.
To summarize the condition of the church during the
colonial period, we may say, that church establishment was a reality
in Virginia, the diocesan was the bishop of London who exercised
ecclesiastical power through his delegate, the commissary but that
1. Pinkerton Voyages, XIII., 712-712. ( Containing Andrew Burnaby 1 s
account of Virginia.)
2. Perry, Historical Collections I., 131.

to the governor, were reserved some ecclesiastical functions,
the whole, the church was fostered and encouraged and played
conspicuous role in Virginian history.
6
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CHAPTER II.
EDUCATIONAL SERVICE OF THE MINISTRY AM) THE VESTRY.
Historians have generally agreed upon the fact that the
educational advantages in colonial Virginia were extremely limited
and in comparison with educational facilities in the colony of
Massachusetts, very inferior. From the earliest days, however, edu-
cational agencies were active, whose significance and influence has
not often been considered in accounting for the general intelligence
of the Virginians. Lyon G.Tyler in the William and Mary Quarterly
contends that the educational advantages in the colony of Virginia
have been constantly misrepresented. He maintains that under the
existing church system, that is, that ministers must be ordained by
the Bishop of London, many Oxford and Cambridge scholars came to
Virginia and these man were ordinarily the teachers of the schools.
In a study of the personnel of the ministry, we find many
graduates of English colleges, notwithstanding the prevalent opinion
that the Virginian ministers in colonial times were men of little
education. For instance, among the men who officiated at Hampton
Parish, we find the names of Justinian Aylmer and Thomas Hampton,
the former a graduate of Oxford University and the latter of Corpus
Christi. Again the records of Jamestown Parish reveal the fact tha
English university graduates were numbered among the ministers of
that parish. In 1680, Rowland
.
Tones an alumnus of Merton College,
Oxford University, officiated as minister for Jamestown and Bruton
1. Lyon G.Tyler, in William and Mary Quarterly, VIII., No. 2. 82
2? Lyon G.Tyler, The Cradle of the Republic, 140-143.
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and Martin»s Hundred Parishes. From 1684 to 1686, Reverend John
Clayton, another Oxford graduate, and a member of the Royal Society
of London, was the incumbent and in 1755, James City Parish was
represented in the Convention of the Clergy by Reverend William
Preston. He was reputed to be a grear scholar, had received his M. A,
from Queen's College, Oxford University and was professor of moral
philosophy in William and Mary College.
May 28, 1700, Reverend Emanuel Jones, who had received his
B.A. from Oriel College, Oxford University in 1691, was licensed for
Virginia and served in the Petsworth Parish from 1700 to 1739.
About the same time, Reverend B.Yates, a graduate of Brazenose Col-
lege, emigrated to Virginia, officiated for a time at the parishes
of Sittingborne and Kingston and in 1703, became minister of Christ
Church Parish. He was later appointed a visitor of William and
Mary College, and in 1729 became professor of divinity at the college
In considering the clergy of Virginia, we must not forget
the name which is indissolubly linked with the history of Virginian
education, that is the name of its first commissary, James Blair D.D
He was born in 1656 in Scotland, received his education at the
University of Edinburgh, taking in 1673 the degree of master of arts
He then obtained a benefice in the revived Episcopal Church in Scot-
land. After 1679, he went to England and was sent by Dr.Compton,
Bishop of London, as a missionary to Virginia, the highest ecclesias-
tical office in the colony and by virtue of which, he obtained a seal
in the council of the colonial government. In 1690, while presiding
officer of the convention of the clergy at Jamestown, he secured the
endorsement of his project for the establishment of William and Mary
1. Virginia Magazine VIII., 61.
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College. His activity in this line will be discussed in a later
chapter. In 1694, he received a call to go to Jamestown, so his
influence was felt in church, college and state. In 1710, he removed
to Williamsburg as he had received a call from Bruton Parish, and
accepted in order that he might be nearer the college. In 1722, he
published his one work: "Our Saviour's Divine Sermon on the Mount,
contained in the 5th, nth and 7th chapters of gt.Matthew's Gospel
explained and the practice of it recommended in divers Sermons and
1
Discourses .
"
Another man whose work in the spread of culture and
educational advantages deserves commendation is the Reverend Thomas
Bray, though his labors were not limited to Virginia tout were designe
to take in all the colonies. Thomas Bray was born at Marton in
Shropshire and educated at Oswestry School. Prom here, he went to
Oxford where November 11, 1678 he took his B. A. degree and December 12
1693 took his M.A. After receiving holy orders, he served in the c
curacy near Bridgnorth and later became chaplain in the family of
Sir Thomas Price of Park Hall in Warwickshire. Lord Digby afterwards
presented him to the vicarage of Over-Whitacre , which he richly
endowed, and in 1690, his patron presented him to the rectory of
Sheldon. While here, he composed the first volume of Ms "Catechetical.
Lectures", which made him famous and popular in London. In 169 6, the
Bishop of London appointed Bray commissary to Maryland. He accepted
on the condition that the bishops assist him in the establishment of
libraries in the colonies, which he considered would attract good
ministers more if opportunities for study were provided. He promul-
gated the plan which he had conceived, in his "Proposals for the
1. Dictionary of National Biography XVI., 239.
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Encouragement and Promoting of Religion and Learning in the Foreign
Plantations." Here he sets forth his scheme for a parochial li"brar
in every parish in America. His plan was for the hooks thus "bestowed
on the parish to be for reference "and shall be affixed in a decent
and large room of the Parsonage- House of such Parish, there to remain
to the sole use of the Minister thereof for the time being, unto all
future generations and to be as unalienable as any other rights and
dues of the Church." It was also his purpose that "in every book on
the one side of the cover shall be lettered these words, Sub Auspicius
Wilhelmi III., on the other side the name of the Parish to which these
books do belong: E. Bibliotheca de Jamestown." The manner in which
books were to be obtained, was supposed to be by requests to "learned
authors" -.0 contribute copies of their books and to apply to merchants
to foreign lands for pecuniary assistance. Ministers were to be held
responsible for books "Imbezzled or Lost by their fault". Annual
reports about the books were to "be made to the parish church-wardens
annually, and every three years, a report was to be made to the
commissary. Both archbishops and twelve bishops signified by letter
their approval of the design of Bray and stated that they "looked
upon the design as what will tend very much to propagate Christian
knowledge in the Indies as it will in all likelihood, invite some of
the more studious and virtuous persons out of the universities to
undertake the ministry in those parts, and will be a means of render-
ing them useful when they are there."
Consequently, they promise to keep "cheerfully towards
promotingthese Parochial Libraries " and "hope that mar»y pious persons
will be found, who, out of love to religion and learning, will also
contribute thereto." By the end cf the year 1699, books valued at

14
2400 t had "been sent to the colonies. Large sums were contributed
by the nobility and many authors, as Bray had suggested, willingly
donated copies of their books. Though Maryland received the majority
received the majority of the contributions sent to the colonies,
Virginia received a share. About 50 £ worth of books were sent to
the College of William and Mary, and 136 books to the several parishes
Though some of the Virginia planters had possessed a few books, and
the college owned a snail library, Bray was instrumental in giving
the first great impulse towards the foundation of public libraries in
1
all the southern colonies.
When we consider that many of the schoolmasters were also
ministers of the parishes, candidates for orders or, after .1700,
officiating mnder the auspices of the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel, we can judge, in a measure, of the educational influence
of the Church of England. The records of the church confirm the
idea that teaching was often done in connection with ministerial
duties. For instance, in 1755, thew President of William and Mary
College in a letter to the Bishop of London recommends the Bearer,
Mr. Joseph Davenport for holy orders and states that "he was educated
in this college and I assure your Lordship from my personal knowledge
b haved well from first to last. He has also been a tutor in a pri-
vate family about two years, where by his prudent and regular behavior,
he gave entire satisfaction, as has been certified to me by the
worthy gentlemen that employ him and Mr. Dixon, the minister of the
2
Parish." Again, the commissary in a letter to the Bishop of London
recommends Adam Menzies for Holy Orders and says "he has been an
1. Steiner, Bernard, "Thomas Bray and his Libraries" in American
Historical Review 1896 - 97, October- July II. 60
2. Perry, Historical Collections I., 433 9
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instructor of youth in a reputable family these last four years,
during which time, he approved himself to the neighboring clergy and
laity".
The records of Albermarle County also give evidence of the
fact that one Reverent James Maury, Rector of Freder icksville , soon
after the formation of that county, established a classical school
on the borders of Albermarle and Louisa, which he continued with
success for a long time. Matthew Maury, son of James, continued his
father •s work both in the parish and in the school. At the same time
the records of the county show that Reverend Black who resided on
Medium's River, below the Miller School, engaged in teaching besides
2
his regular professional duties.
Ministers also exercised an educational influence through
the compulsory spiritual education. As early as 1631, it was enacted
that efcery Sunday, the minister must half an hour before evening
prayer "examine, catechize and instruct the youth and ignorant person©
of his parish, in the ten commandments, the articles of beliefe and
in the Lord's prayer; and shall diligentlie heere, instruct and
teach them the catechisme, sett forth in the book of common prayer."
Fathers, mothers, masters and mistresses were made liable to censure
by court for refusing to send their children, or the children were
3
subject to censure for refusing to learn. In 1724, several queries
were sent to the ministers in Virginia, among which was the question,
Are there any infidels, bond or free within /our parish, and what
means are used for their conversion? The answers to this query show
that in many parishes, negroes and Indians, feeside the youth of the
parishioners were duly catechized. Zachariah Brooke M.A. of St. Paul'
1. "Perry, Historical Collections, I., 365
2. E.Woods, History of Albermarle Countv, Va., 85
3. Hening, I.
, 157. "
'
I
I

316
Parish in Hanover County, reports that the negroes are "baptized when
1
they can say the church catechism.
William Le Neve, minister of James City stated in his answer
that he had examined and improved several negroes, natives of Virginia
and "I hope in God, that by a due observance of the Directions for
the Catechists, printed by order of the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel in Foreign Parts I shall labour to plant that seed amonlg
r\
them which will produce a blessed Harvest". The rector of York
Hampton Parish stated that there were no infidels within the Parish
except slaves whom he catechized every Saturday afternoon at the
Glebe-house. William Black, minister of Accomak, reported that he
had baptized 200 negroes and instructed them at their master's houses
Besides the influence of the church exerted through her
ministers who likewise officiated as teachers, the vestry shared in
the supervision of the schools. They had charge, often in connection
with the justices of the peace, of the parish schools and the
legacies for the so-called charity schools were usually intrusted to
them. Beverly, writing in 1705, says "There are large tracts of
land, houses and other things granted to free schools for the educa-
tion of children in many parts of this country and some of these are
so large that of themselves they are a handsome maintenance to a mas-
ter; but the additional allowance which gentlemen give with their sons
render tham a comfortable subsistence. These schools have been
founded by the legacies of -ell-inclined gentlemen and the management
of them hath commonly been left to the direction of the county court
1. Perry, Historical Collections, I., 263
2. Perry, Historical Collections, I., 264-5.
3. Ibid, I., 301
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1
or the vestry of their respective parishes." Mrs. Whaley by her
will dated February 16, 1741-42, gave in trust to the ministers and
churchwardens of the Parish of Bruton, the so-called Matthew's
school-house "to teach the neediest children of the same parish who
shall be offered in the art of reading, writing and arithmetic."
About 500 i of the estate thus became the portion of Mattey's School,
and that it continued to exist is shown by the following advertisement
which appeared in the Virginia Gazette:
"Mattey Free School, Williamsburg.
September 4, 1776.
The trustees for Mrs. Mary Whaley 1 s charity to Mattey's school
(the ministers and churchwardens of Bruton Parish) give this notice,
that in the forenoon of Monday, they will meet in the church of
Williamsburg to choose a master for that school. They hope to have
it in their power to make such proposals as shall encourage a dili-
2
gent and useful person to accept the office."
Samuel Sandford, sometime of Accomack County, Virginia and
now being in the city of London bequeathed by his will, dated Marci*
27, 1710 "For the benefit, better learning and education of poor
children whose parents are esteemed unable to give them learning,
living in the upper part of Accomack County? the rents and profits
of ?420 acres of land, and authorized the .justices of the peace,
churchwardens or vestry to let the land for the better education of
3
poor children.
Again, the legislation of the Virginia Assembly gives
evidence of the fact that Henry Peasley, formerly of the county of
1. William and Mary Quarterly VI., No. 2, 71.
2. Ibid, IV., No. I., 8 - 10".
3. Meade, I., 265, Extract of will of Samuel Sandford.
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Gloucester had given 600 acres for the maintenance of a free school,
in which the children of the parishes of Abingdon and Ware should
he educated. Slaves had likewise been given by several persons
for the same purpose. The ministers, churchwardens and vestrymen
of the two parishes were appointed trustees and governors of this
land and of the slaves and were given the power to appoint masters,
who had previously been licensed by the governor and examired by
1
the ministers.
In 1759, the Assembly passed an act for the better regu-
lation of the Eaton's char ity-school, whereby the justices of the
peace, churchwardens and ministers of the parish of Elizabeth City
were formed into a body politic and corporate, having the power to
both nominate and appoint the master of said charity-school, if the
applicant had been previously examined by the minister of the parishL
Lawrence BeButts, minister of Washington Parish in 1724,
in answer to the commissary's query as to schools in the parish,
stated that 440 acres had been left to the vestry to be disposed of,
for the better maintenance of a minister and schoolmaster. The
vestry intrusted the glebe to the minister upon the condition that
he provide "a sufficient person to instruct the youth in reading,
writing and arithmetic" under his inspection which condition he
3
affirms had been faithfully kept.
Much of the power intrusted $o the vestries was rsally
a survival of the authority which that body exercised in the mother
country. Prom the earliest times, the county courts and parish
1. Hening VII.
, 41.
2. Ibid, VII., 317.
3L Perry, Historical Collections, I., 291-2.
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vestries exercised supervision over poor children who were usually
apprenticed. In 1727, the church wardens were empowered to hind
out as apprentices, the children of all poor people who either were
unable or neglected to instruct them in the principles of Christiani
ty. The law required that the apprentice he taught reading and
writing. The parish-books reveal many such contracts by which one
or two years 1 schooling is made compulsory. April 4th, 1700, we
find recorded in the Petsworth Parish Book, the following indenture,
"I, Nicholas Smith and William Miller, church wardens of y
e Parrish
of Pettsoe and County of Gloucester, Doe, in name and behalf e of
the vestry, sign and Deliver unto Mr. William Bernard, an indenture
for Richard Allen as also ye said, master by this indenture
promise and oblige himself for to give unto the above Bound Richard
Allen three yrs.* schooling and he to be sent to school at ye years
2
of twelve or thereabouts. " October 30, 1716, is recorded the in-
denture of Ralph Bevis to "give &eo. Petsworth a molattoe boy of
the age of 2 yrs, 3 years' schooling, and carefully to instruct and
learn him y sd molattoe such lawfull way or ways that he may be
able after his Indented time expired to gett his own Liveing and to
allow him sufficient meat, Drink, washing and aparill, until the
expiration of y
e
s
d time etc. ana after y^ finishing of y
e
s
atime to
pay ye s~ Geo. Petsworth all such allowances as ye Law Directs in
such cases, as also to keep the afores^ Parish During ye afores^ In-
3
dented time from all manner of charges etc. October 8, 1724
there is recorded another order whereby all orphan children, bound
1.
2.
3.
Hening, IV., 212
William and Mary Quarterly, V., No. 4, 220.
Ibid, V., No. 4, 219.
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out by the parish, who at the age of 13 years cannot read, are to b*
1
taken from their roasters and mistress and set free.
The vestries also assisted in the industrial education of
the poor. In 1668, the vestry assisted "by the countie courts were
impowered "to build homes for the educating and instructing poore
children in the knowledge of spinning, waeving and other useful
occupations and trades amd power granted to take poore children froir
2
indigent parents to place them to work in those houses. Again in
1755, the parish vestries were ordered "to erect work-houses in
which to set the poor at work" and were furthermore impowered to
levy allowances within the parishes for the education of poor child-
3
ren until they were apprenticed according to law.
Considering both the work of the ministers and of the
vestry, we conclude that the church was an influential educational
factor in colonial Virginia when the means of education were very
limited and the civil government had not yet assumed complete
control of the educational work.
1. William and Mary Quarterly, V., No. 4, 220^
2. Hening, II., 267
3. Ibid, VI., 476-7.
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CHAPTER III
.
IjjDlAg EDUCATION .
It is not surprising that projects for the educational and
spiritual welfare of the Indians existed from the earliest times,
when we consider that one of the avowed aims o the colony of Virgin^
had been "for the glorie of God in the propagation of the Gospell of
Christ" and "for the conversion of the savages", as early as 1619,
when the first elective Assembly met at James City, Indian education
was the subject of a special enactment which provided "that for layii;;
a surer foundation of the conversion of the Indians to Christian
religion, each towne, citty, borough and particular plantation do
obtaine unto themselves, by just means, a certain number of the
natives' children to be educated by them in true religion and civile
course of life of wc children the most towardly boyes in witt and
graces of nature to be brought up by them in the first elements of
literature, so as to be fitted for Colledge intended for them, that
1
from thence they may be sent to that work of conversion". The
inauguration of a project for higher education was for a seminary
of learning designed mot only for the Indian children but for sons
of the settlers. The effort of the colonists for popular education
was seconded and encouraged by both the Council for Virginia in Eng-
land and the church. When Sir George Yeardley became governor, or-
ders were given by the Company for the establishment of a University
in the colony, with a college for the instruction of the Indian
1. Perry, History of the American Episcopal Church, I., 681.
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youth. It was due in a great measure to the activity and zeal of
Sir Edwin Sandys, Treasurer of the Company, that it took measures
to provide for the conversion of the Indians. The members of the
Virginia Gompany of London showed a praiseworthy spirit in their
zealous endeavors to further the progress and advance of religion
and culture in the colony. That they labored zealously to extend
the church and institutions for learning under the supervision of
the church is shown b the records of the company, by governors'
instructions and by personal contributions for the welfare of the
Virginians
.
The transactions of the Company took into consideration
the best means of furthering the enterprise and decided that "a
certain piece of Land be laid out at Henrico, being the place for-
merly resolved of, which shall be called the Colledge Land and for
the plantinge of the same send fifty good persons to be seated there-
on. M The company further provided that the tenants thus occupying
the college lands should be entitled to half the benefit of their
labors, while the remainder should forward the work of the college
and maintain scholars and professors.
T/ing James, through the Archbishops of Canterbury and
York, called upon the bishops and clergy of England to take up col-
lections for a university of Virginia for the benefit of both natives
and colonists. The royal brief called for four collections to be
made within two years in the several dioceses of the two provinces
of Can terbury and York, "as the undertakers of that Plantation are
now in hand with the erecting of some churches and schools for ye
education of ye children of those barbarians, wch cannot but be to
1
ITeill, History of Virginia Company, 146.
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them a very great charge and above the expence w for civill
1
plantation doth ccr.ie to them". ln response to the royal letter,
one of the first issued for charitable enterprises connected with
the colonies, 1500 L was contributed for the erection of a college
in Virginia. Besides the sum collected by the instrumentality of
the church, private donations poured in to further the charitable
design. Mrs.Mary Robinson gave 200 h for a church in Virginia,
Some person, signing himself "Dust and Ashes 1; contributed 55o L in
gold"for the instruction of the natives in religion and civility".
Mr. Nicholas perrar by his will bequeathed 300 £ for the benefit of
the college when ten infidel children were placed in it. Other gif
came swiftly in, among which were "Pair Plate and rich Ornaments for
the altars of the college and a church which pious benefactions had
earlier founded. Bibles, prayer-books and works of divinity were
also donated for the use of the college or clergy. One of the
Company contributed "four great books, one of them S.Augustine's
De Civitate Dei", and the others, the works of the celebrated Wil-
liam Perkins D.D. of the University of Cambridge, "to be sent to the
Colle |ge in Virginia, there to remagne in saftie to the use of the
collegiates thereafter". In the early part of 1620, Mr. George
Thorpe, relative of Sir Thomas Dale and an estimable man was sent
over to superintend the College lands and take charge of the college
At the Same time that the plan for the University of Henrico
was being agitated, the project for the so-called East India Schools,
designed to be a kind of preparatory school for entrance to the
1. Salisbury, Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Series 1574-1660,
I., 49
2. Meade, Old Churches and Families of Virginia, I., 85.

college was developing. The Reverend Patrick Copeland, minister
returning from the East Indies had ""by persuasion and his own good
example aroused the gentlemen and mariners that sailed with him in
the Royal James to give some 70 £ for the benefit of the Virginians."
When the matter was reported to the Virginia Council, it was ordered
that a committee be appointed to reat with Mr.Copeland about the
disposition of the donation. It was finally decided that this con-
tribution and an anonymous gift of 30 1 should be used for "the
erection of a public free school in Virginia for the education of
children and grounding them in the principles of religion." The
location of the East Indie School was fixed at Charles City as one
of the most accessible and convenient cities for the whole colony.
A grant of 1,000 acres of land was made for the support of the master
and usher and Br.Copeland received a land grant of 300 acres. In
1622, a carpenter, Leonard Hudson, with his wife and five appren-
tices was sent out to Virginia to begin the erection of the school
and Copeland was elected rector of the intended college at Henrico.
Both designs were frustrated by the news of the Indian massacre and
2
plans for Indian education long lay dormant.
In 1691, the subject was again revived through the efforts
of James Blair. He, as commissary to Virginia, having been sent on
a mission to England to secure aid for the erection of a college,
was instrumental in securing money for an Indian school in connection
with the college. Mr. Boyle, just deceased, had by will bequeathed
a considerable legacy for pious uses. "I made my interest with his
|
1. He ill, History of Virginia Company, 251.
2. Virginia Historical Collections, I., Abstract of Proceedings
of Virginia Company of London, I., 197.
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executors by means of the Bishop of -Salisbury", Blair wrote back to
. .
1
Virginia, "and I am promised 200 L of it for my own college".
The bequest thus obtained was invested in a landed estate called the
Brasserton and the procesds used for the maintenance of masters and
pupils in the Indian school. In 1702, Governor ITicholson gave to
Robert Hicks and Mr. John Evans instructions as to the manner in
which they should treat with the Indians. Item one says "you shall
acquaint them that a great and good man who lately died in England
(the Honorable Rcbt. Boyle Esq.) having a great love for the Indians
hath left money enough to the college here in Virginia to keep nine
or ten Indian children at it and to teach them to read, write and all
other arts and sciences that the best Englishmen's sons do learn".
They are further instructed to acquaint the Indians that they shall
be taught concerning the Great Almighty God and his power to do
everything for them. They are also to acquaint them that by the next
summer, the rooms at the college will be ready for their reception
and that if one of the Great Nations would consent to send three or
four of their children they should receive good books, clothing
and learning and when they were sufficiently instructed, they should
be sent back to teach their own people the same things. Children of
7 or S years of age were desired since they were to be taught from
the very beginning of letters, and the children so sent should be
accompanied by a careful Indian man who should wait upon and serve
them, and converse with them in their own language in order that they
might not forget it. Assurances were likewise to be tendered that
L friends and relatives of the Indian scholars were at liberty to come
and visit them and inspect the College in order that any danger or
1. Perry, Historical Collections, I., 8-9.
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apprehension as to the good intentions of the English and the good
1
treatment which the Indians received, should he allayed . In Uovera-
ber 1711, Colonel Spottswood in a speech made to the General Assembly
stated that in the last expedition against the Indians, he had secure^
children of the chief rulers as hostages of peace, the aaid children
to be educated at the College. Former attempts to secure the Indian
scholars had according to the Governor's reoort, proved ineffectual
but by the remission of a tribute on skins he had succeeded in ob-
taining hostages. The king oi the ITansemonds had sent both his son
and cousin. Both of the ITottoways and I'eherrins had sent two of thei:;
chief mens' sons and the queen of Pamunkey, after seeing the good
treatment bestov/ed upon these Indian children, had arranged to send
her son and the son of one of the chief men. In 1712, Colonel
Spottswood reported to the Bishop of London that fourteen Indian
scholars were then at the chapel and he expected six more from the
neighboring nations.
Through efforts of Colonel Spottswood, an Indian school
was also esteibliched at Christianna among the Saponi Indians. The
teacher of this Indiar. school was the Reverend Charles Griffin, " a
man of good family, who, by the innocence of his life, and the sweet-
3
ness of his temper was well qualified for that pious undertaking".
January 12, 1716, Reverend Griffin reported to the Bishop of London
the work he had undertaken and the results. "We have a very handsome
school house, built at the charge of the Indian Company in which are
-at present taught 70 Indian children; and many others from the Western
1. perry, Historical Collections, I., 123.
2. Spo-ctswood 1 s Letters. I., 120.
3. Writings of Colonel William Bird, 100.
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Indians who live more than 500 miles from hence, will be brought
hither in the spring to be put under my care in order to be instruct-
ed in the religion of the Holy Jesus. The greatest number of my
scholars can say the Belief, the Lord's Prayer and Ten Commandments
perfectly well; they know that there is but one God, and they are
able to tell me how many persons there are in the Godhead and what
each of those blesses Persons have done for them. They know how
many sacraments Christ hast ordained in His church and for what
end He instituted them; they behave themselves reverently at our
daily prayers, and can make their response, which was no little
1
pleasure to their great and good benefactor, the Governor."
1. Perry, Historical Collections I., 196.
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CHAP TO IV.
WILLIAM AMD MARY COLLEGE
.
Two years after the failure of the Henrico project, the
plan for a University of Virginia was revived. It was perhaps due to
the influence of the Indian massacre that the plan arose for the
erection of the College upon an island in the Susquehanna River. In
1624, the island was granted "For the Foundinge and Maintenance of
a
University and shall he called Academia Virginiensis et Oxoniensis".
After the death of Palmer the chief promoter of the plan, the projec
failed and in the midst of internal strife in England was not again
revived until 1660, when the Colonial Assembly of Virginia gave
evidence of their interest in the founding of a higher educational
institution in the passage of an act entitled "Provision for a Col-
lege", which provided that "Whereas the want of able and faithful
ministers in this country deprives us of those great blessings and
mercies that alwais attend upon the service of God; which want by
reason of our great distance from our native country, cannot in
probability be alwais supplyed from thence; Be it enacted that for
the advance of learning, education of youth, supply of the ministry
and promotion of piety, chere be land taken upon purchases for a
college and free schoole, and that there be, with as much speede as
may be convenient, houseing erected thereon for entertainment of
1
students and schollers."
At the same time, efforts to secure more support for the
1. Hening II, 25.
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intended college were embodied in a resolution that the commissioners
of the several county courts subscribe and take subscriptions for
the maintenance of the college and the vestries receive subscriptions
1
from those remaining who have not already subscribed.
At the same session of the assembly, an act was passed
entitled "A Petition in behalf of the Church" which provided for the
presentation of a petition to the king for his assistance in the
collection of charity from benevolent people to further the plans for
the erection of colleges and schools, and that he should send a
letter to both the University of Cambridge and of Oxford for their
2
assistance in furnishing ministers for the church.
The legislation of the assembly and "he reception of the
plan by the people reveal a growing interest in higher education,
but the project was not completed at this time though some money was
subscribed and collected. It was left for Commissary Blair to com-
plete the work. Blair came to Virginia in 1685, and perhaps inspired
by the earlier attempts for higher education, set about to secure
the realization of past aims. In the year 1688-9, 2500 £ was sub-
scribed by a few wealthy Virginians and their merchant friends in
England for the establishment of a college. The Colonial Assembly
in 1691 endorsed the plan for the proposed college and Governor
Nicholson of Virginia did not hesitate to give his assistance in
these efforts, both in Virginia and in England. The Reverend
JSraes Blair, commissary, was then sent as agent to the king to solicit
a charter for the college. Blair's mission proved successful and
royal endowment of the college was secured. The commissary in a
letter to the governor gives an interesting account of the manner in
1. Perry, History of American Episcopal Church, I., 114.
2. Ibid, 115.
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which the college business was transacted. The court had undergone
a change
, new men were in power and the Bishop of London, chafing
under the fact that he had been passed by in the late promotion and
the archbishoprics bestowed on others, declined at first to interfere
in court business.
The king at the time of Blair 1 s arrival was in Flanders
and the commissary employed the time until his return to good advan-
tage by winning the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of London
to look favorably upon the business of the college. At the same
time, he sedured an introduction to ur . Stillingfleet
,
Bishop of
Worcester, who stood in high favor with the Queen. Bishop of Wor-
cester counselled him to address himself to Ker Majesty who greatly
encouraged all charitable works, Salisbury, also wrote a letter re-
commending both him and the college business to the Archbishop of
Canterbury. Upon his presentation to the Archbishop, he was kindly
received and was promised all that lay in that ecclesiastic's power
to further the project.
Worcester was instrumental in securing the promised
assistance of the Queen. The Archbishop of Canterbury then secured
permission from the Bishop of London to obtain the royal approval of
the college project. When an opportune moment presented itself, he
stated the pr oposal to the king who received it very graciously and
00 nsented to an interview with the Virginian com missary. Upon Blair fe
presentation to the king, he urged his mission in the following
words "Please your Majesty here is an humble supplication from the
Government of Virginia for your Majesty's charter to erect a free
school and college for the education of their youth." Upon which the
king replied, "Sir , I am glad that that colony is upon so good a de-
sign and I will promote it to the best of my power." The king agreed
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that if the matter could be concerted with the Archbishop and the
Bishop of London, it should then be presented to the Committee of
Plantations and if they raised no objection, the affair should be
c onciuded.
William and Mary finally agreed to allow 2,000 pounds out
of the quit rents of Virginia for the benefit of the College and
Blair went to Seymour, the attorney-general to secure the charter,
which by royal command was to be issued. Seymour did not favor such
an enterprise since the country was already at war and could not
afford it. Blair reminded him that the College was primarily for thfe
training of ministers and for the spiritual welfare of the Virginian^
"Virginians" he said, "had souls to be saved as well as their English
countrymen." "Souls", said SeymoulJ "Damn your souZ.si Make tobacco'
The English Government finally increased the royal gift by
donating 20,000 acres of land, 10,000 acres lying on the south side
of Blackwater Swamp and 10,000 on Pamunkey Heck, between the forks of
York River. The royal endowment also included the office of surveyor-
general with all "its issues, free, profits, advantages, conveniences,
liberties, places, privileges, and preeminences whatsoever . " The
charter of 1693 thus granted to the president and faculty of the
college the power to appoint special surveyors for the counties whenj-
ever the Governor and his council deemed it necessary. The privilegjes
thus granted were of great economic significance in Virginian history
for by this provision the collegiate land-office controlled the entire
land-system of the colonjr. Down to the year 1819, one sixth of the
fees of the office of public surveyor were paid into the treasury of
2
the college but in that year, the custom was abolished by legislative
1. Perry, Historical Collections, I., 3.
2
. Hening II
.
, 310
.
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.
Colonial Legislation by specific acts also secured revenue
for the College. For instance, in 1693, all skins and furs were
made subject to an export duty for the benefit of the college and in
1718 the Virginia House of Burgesses gave 1,000 pounds for the
1
"education of ingenious scholars, natives of this colony." In 1734,
imported liquors were taxed "for the better support of the college -
so as some pi rt thereof shall be laid out and applied for buying sucji
books for the use of the scholars and students of the college - and
such books, so to be bought, shall be marked thus: The gift of the
2
General Assembly of Virginia in the year 1734." Again in 1759,
3
peddlers were taxed for the benefit of the college.
The purpose of the establishment of the College of William
and Mary was practically the same as the avowed object of the Henrico
Plan and the college provision in 1660. The primary aims both in
1619 and in 1660 were to provide ministers of the gospel, the spread
of the Christian faith and that "the youth may be piously educated
in good letters and manners',' which was the comprehensive object of
the college in 1693. By the royal charter, issued February 19, 1693
to a self-perpetuating board of resident trustees was entrusted the
power to establish and organize "a certain place of universal study
or perpetual college, for Divinity, Philosophy, Languages and other
good arts and sciences, consisting of one President, six masters and
professors and an 100 scholars, more or less graduates and non-grad-
uates" The eighteen trustees were by the charter constituted a board
of governors or visitors to whom was given the appointing power.
1. Hening, III., 123 and IV., 74
2. Ibid, IV., 432
3. Ibid, V., 55.
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The board of governors elected yearly a rector for the College and
a chancellor was to be elected every seven years. The Bishop of
London was by the Charter appointed first chancellor of the College
and the Reverend James Blair was made one of the original trustees,
1
the first rector and became President of the College for life. Thus
the church offices became closely associated with the collegiate
offices and the position of commissary and president of the college
were usually held by the same man down to the revolution so that the
head of both church and college in Virginia was vested in one man.
The charter had provided that after the college was firmly
established, the entire endowment was to be transferred to the Presi
dent and professors of the College. Governor Nicholson writing to
the Archbishop of Canterbury May 27, 1700 says "and by the charter,
the college cannot be transferred but to a President and Masters and
Mr .Blair says that there is only himselfe President and one caster
viz. he that teacheth Latin, so that when please GOD the ma thematic
master or professor comes, the College may be transferred to them and
2
with submission I think the sooner it is done, the better." The trans-
fer was actually made in 1729 however and thereafter the trustees
exercised only a general supervisionary power and the right of appoirt
ment
.
By the terms of the charter, the selection of the site for
the erection of the college was left to the Virginia Assembly. That
body decided that it be erected "as neere the church now standing in
3
Middle Plantation old fields as convenience will permit." The selec
tion of the collegiate center practically determined the political
center of Virginia and the foundation of the city of Williamsburg
1. Elsie Clewes, Educational Legislation and Administration of
the Colonial Governments, (Charter quoted) 361-378.
2. Perry, Historical Collections, I., 12o
3. Hening, III., 122.
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City and college grew up together. College, church and state were
closely affiliated. Besides the fact that the head of the church
was the head of the college, the charter gave to the college, the
right to send a representative to sit in the House of Burgesses and
indeed, before the Capitol was constructed, the Assembly convened in
the college halls, while the clergy were likewise accustomed to hold
their conventions in the college buildings. Thus we see how closely
connected were ecclesiastical, educational and political life in
Virginia.
In 1705, the college, with the library and philosophical
apparatus was destroyed by fire but was almost immediately rebuilt.
James Blair, writing to Archbishop Tennison September 2, 1706 recom-
mends for his consideration, the deplorable st&te of the College and
testifies to the fact that the revenues of the College which used to
be expended in salaries are now contributed toward a fund for
rebuilding it, and October 23, 1710, Governor Spottswood wrote to
William Blathwayt, Surveyor and Auditor-General of all the kind's
revenues in America, concerning the impoverished finances of the
College: "I must, however, entreat you will be pleased to use your
interest that no new draughts be made on the quitrents of this colony
till her Majesty's gracious instructions for rebuilding the College
shall be accomplished since you will observe by the accounts which
"r.Byrd tells me he sends by this conveyance how much that revenue
is sunk by the large drafts that have been made on it and the decrease
of the price of tobacco. I have endeavored to make the Governors of
the College sensible how much they already owe to your favor, and
they all acknowledge it with the gratitude that becomes them."
1. Spottswood Letters, I., 17-18.
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The actual work of the college as shown by its subsequent
history, reveals a wide educational influence; and the preponderating
spirit of the institution was that of the Church of England.
Jefferson says, "The College of William and Mary was an institution
purely of the Church of England; the visitors were required to be
!
all of that church, the professors to subscribe to the thirty-nine
i Articles; its students to learn the catechism; and one of its funda-
j
mental objects was declared to be to raise up ministers for that
1
church.
The Charter had provided for a college President and for
six masters or professors. Until 1712, the faculty consisted of a
president, James B^air, II. A. of Edinburgh, a grammar-master
,
Munglo
Inglis M.A. , an usher, James Hodges and a writing master. In that
2
year, Mr.Lefevere was elected first professor of Mathematics. In
1729, £he transfer of the College reveals the fact that the faculty
at that time consisted of the president, two professors in theology,
and two in the school of philosophic. THree of the professors had
formerly officiated as clerks in the parish churches of Virginia.
The nature of the early courses of instruction, as Herbert B.Adams
suggests, probably bore some resemblance to the course of instruction
at Harvard. "The professors of Philosophy at the College probably
taught logic, rhetoric, ethics, physics and politics, together with
arithmetic, geometry and astronomy; possibly also the Westminster
3
catechism and a little history, sacred and profane." Edward Burnaby
I in 1759-60 reported that "the progress of arts and sciences in this
j
colony has been very inconsiderable; the college is the only public
1. Jefferson's Notes on Virginia, Query XX.
2. William and Mary Quarterly, II., 65
3. Adams, Herbert B., William and Mary College, in United States
Bureau of Education, Circular I., 20
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place of education and this has "by no means answered the design of
its institution." According to his account, the President's duty
consisted in general supervision of the whole and in the delivery of
four theological lectures yearly. The professor of humanity, with
an usher or assistant gave instruction in classical learning and the
four remaining professors taught moral philosophy, metaphysics,
mathematics and divinity. Classics and divinity received by far tho
most attention. T&at in the first years, the college was hampered
by adverse circumstances as that it was not in a flourishing con-
dition may be inferred from a letter of the grammar-master
,
Inglis td
the Governor in 1705 wherein he states his intention of resigning hiS
position both as master and housekeeper. The first reason he gives
for the decision is that "Mr .Blair President of the Intended College
of William and Mary when last in England, ordered his Brother's son,
John Blair to be taken from school, which accordingly was done and
by so doing he broke the Ice for five or six more of his kindred and
party, who likewise ( and only they) took their sons and relations
from school, after his laudable example by which means I lost setfen
scholars, almost one-third of the whole, which had almost broke the
school and was a considerable loss to me, six of them being my
2
boarders." Possibly the total number of scholars did not at the
time exceed twenty-five. At the outbreak of the Revolution, the
number of enrolled students was about seventy. For seventy years
previous, the average enrollment had been about sixty.
Probably the Reverend Hugh Jones is a good representative
of the type of early professors in the College. After receiving a
1. Burnaby's Travels, in Pinkerton's Voyages and Travels, XIII., 7H
2. Perry, Historical Collections, I., 139.
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university education in England, he emigrated to Maryland and became
minister of Christ Church Parish in Calvert County. While here, he
wrote a treatise on the province of Maryland which was subsequently
published in the Royal Society transactions. The Bishop 0f London
recommended him for the position of professor of mathematics and he
was accordingly appointed. At the same time, he preached at James-
town, acted as chaplain of the General Assembly and "as lecturer in
the Bruton Parish church." In 1722, he returned to England and in
1724 published a monograph entitled "The Present State of Virginia",
an admirable source of information regarding Virginia in the early
days and containing some passages treating of the conditions in
amryland and North Carolina. He afterward returned to Virginia
but finally went back to Maryland and continued his Dastoral work
1
there until his death in 1760.
Another member of the faculty of William and Mary who
perhaps influenced and encouraged the study of history at the college
was the Reverend William Stith. He was born in Virginia in 1689
studied theology in England and after receiving episcopal ordinatior
returned to Virginia. In 1721, he was appointed master of the gram-
mar school. In 1738, &e served as chaplain of the House of Burgesses
and from 1752-55 was rector of Henrico Parish and President of
William and Mary College. In 1747, he published his "History of
Virginia" from the First Settlement to the Dissolution of the
London Company.
Though we have seen that the average enrollment at the
College before the Revolution was sixty, we cannot estimate the
1. Spotswood Letters, I., 103; II., 253; United States Bureau of
Education, Circular of Information, 1886-87, 21.
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actual work of the college by numbers, for many of the most prominen
Virginians in history and politics claim William and Mary as their
Alma Mater and Bishop Meade says "The best ministers in Virginia were
those educated at the College and sent over to England for orftination
The foreigners were the great scandal of the church". The college
was also an important training school for lawyers among which it
a) unts as students, John Marshall., the great Qhief Justice, John
Blair, Judge of the Supreme Court of the United States and Edmund
Randolph, attorney general and secretary of state. Other illustriouu
men who attended William and Mary are Thomas Jefferson, author of the
Declaration of Independence, and founder of the University of Virginia
Benjamin Harrison, Carter Braxton, Thomas ITelson, and George Wythe,
all of whom signed the Beclaration of Independence, Plyton Randolph,
first president cf the Continental Congress and John Tyler, first
governor of Virginia, Reverend James Madison 33. D., cousin to James
Madison, president of the college, professor of philosophy and mathe*
matics and afterwards of political economy and international law,
also received his education at William and Mary after which he went
to Europe. Madison became the first bishop of the church in America
Prom this review of some of the men who received instruc-
tion at William and Mary College, we may juflge in a measure of the
influence of the College in the training and education of lawyers,
ministers and political leaders. In fact, from the beginning, the
College was the unique center of history, politics, and religion from
whose halls, eminent sons of Virginia went forth. In its refining
and elevating force, its influence in the spread of enlightenment and
culture, we can hardly overestimate its work or praise too much the
laudable efforts of Blair and the united action of state and church
for a higher educational institution.
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A compilation of the acts of the Virginia Assembly,
-
of assistance to the student of educational history, in
the legislation concerning charity-schools, vestries etc.
Jefferson, Thomas ,
-
Works, collected and edited by Paul Leicester Ford- 10
vols., New York and London. 1892-9.
One of the best editions of the works of Thomas
Jefferson. The successive volumes are chronologically
arranged. Many of the letters deal with existing con-
ditions at William and Mary College.
Neill, Edward 3). , -
History of the Virginia Company of London with Letters to
and from the first Colony never before printed.
Albany, New York, 1869.
A valuable contribution to the student of Virginian
history, consisting primarily of extracts from manuscripts
records of the London Company, together with letters,
documents and biographical notices. The material is
loosely arranged but one of the best sources for the
history of the London Company.
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New YorJc Colonial Documents,
-
Documents Relative to the Colonial History of the state
of New York. Albany, 1856. 11 vols.
Useful to the student of Virginian history for docu-
ments relative to the establishment of the church within
the colonies.
Perry, William Stevens,
-
Historical Collections relating to the American Episcopal
Church in America vol. I.- Virginia. 1870.
Bishop Perry has succeeded in collecting much material
which would other-vise be unavailable to the student of
Virginian history. It contains numerous extracts of
documents relative to the church, also letters and reports
from missionaries and commissaries to the Archbishop of
Canterbury and the Bishop of London .
Spotswood, Alexander,
-
Official Letters of Alexander Spottswood, Lieutenant-
Governor of the Colony of Virginia 1710-1722 2 vols.
Governor Spottswood was particularly interested in the
advancement of Indian education. Many of the letters deal
with the progress and establishment of the Indian schools.
Virginia - General Assembly,
Calendar of state Papers and other manuscripts, Dec. 1652-
April 1869. 11 vols. Richmond, 1875-93.
Virginia Historical Society, Richmond,
-
Collections of Virginia Historical Society, v. 1-11.
Richmond, 1833-92.
A valuable collection of source material of the
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history of Virginia,- containing reprints of the governor's
instructions, wills etc.- also extracts of the Proceedings
of the L°ndon Company.
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography,
-
published quarterly by the Virginia Historical Society.
Va. 1893.
Secondary Material:
Adams, Herbert B.,-
"William and Mary College", published in the United States
Bureau of Education Report, Circular Uo.l, 1386-1887.
This work is a valuable monograph, tracing the history
of William and Mary College from its origin and incidental-
ly throwing much light on the history of culture in
Virginia.
Baird, Robert,
-
Religion in America: New York: Harper and Bro., 1856.
A valuable work on the history of the church but con-
tains little dealing with the educational service of the
church. It is a well-written book and a popular history
of religion in America.
Burk
,
John Daly,-
History of Virginia from its first settlement to the
present day. 2 vols. Petersburg, Va. , 1304.
A history which contains almost nothing relating to
the educational service of the church.
Clewes, Elsie W. ,
-
Educational Legislation and Administration of the Colonial
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Governments. New York, 13 9.
This volume in the Columbia Univeristy Studies is a
valuable compilation of legislative action concerning
Virginian Education.
Besides the acts in Hening on the subject, the legis-
lative action of the London Company in regard to the
Henrico project is given. The book contains also the
charter for William and Mary College.
Cooke , John E. , -
History of People of Virginia. Boston 1884.
A popular history, written in an attractive literary style,
but contains only a meagre account of the educational
conditions
.
Cross, Arthur Lyon,-
Anglican Episcopate and the American Colonies. Few York,
1902.
This volume in the Harvard Historical Studies is a
most valuable source for the history of the church
establishment in the colonies.
Doyle, John Andrew,
-
English Colonies in America. ET.Y. , 1889-1907. 5 vols.
Contains almost nothing on the educational influences
of the Church.
Piske, John,-
Old Virginia and Her Neighbors. 2 vols. Boston, 1898.
An interesting book, written in a popular and pleasing
style, which traces the settlement of the southern colonies
until 1690. There is a short account of the Henrico
pro.lect.
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Howison, R.R.
History of Virginia, 2 vols., Philadelphia, 1846.
Howison treats the educational history in a general manner.
Lodge, Henry pabot,-
Short History of the English Colonies in America. N.Y.
1882.
This contains a few general statements on the educa-
tional life in colonial Virginia.
Meade, William, -
Old Churches, Ministers and families of Virginia, Phila.
Lippincott 1857- 2 vols.
Bishop Meade has collected a rich mine of information
regarding the history of the church. The book contains
also many woodcuts of churches etc.
Perry, William Stevens,
-
History of the American Episcopal Church, 1587-1883. 2 v
Boston: Osgood 1885.
This is one of the best histories of the American
Episcopal Church in America. It is a detailed history,
whose value is heightened by the insertion of documents
and extracts from source material. Thare are numerous
maps, views and autographs.
Steiner, Bernard,
-
"Thomas Bray and His Libraries", published in the
American Historical review 1896-7;
A very good and detailed account of the library pro-
ject of Thomas Bray.
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Tiffany, Charles C;-
History of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
States of America. N.Y. , Christian Literature Co., 1895.
This history of the Church "by Charles Tiffany, arch-
deacon of Few York, is a well-proportioned volume, and a
valuable work on the subject. The book contains a good
bibliography for the history of the church.
Tyler L.G. , -
The Cradle of the Republic, Richmond, Va., 1906.
This contains many short references to the various
ministers in colonial Virginia and some account of the
churches when established.
Woods, Edgar,
-
History of Albermarle County, Virginia.
Charlottesville, Virginia, 1901.
Of value on this subject because of the educational
service of the ministers of that county.
William and Mary Quarterly,
-
edited by Lyon G.Tyler.
Contains many valuable accounts by the editor upon
the early schools, and the early church. Tyler's aim
seems to be to prove that the educational advantages in
colonial Virginia have been misrepresented, so his view
of the prevailing conditions is very favorable
t
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